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l. Summary 
The null hypothesis asserts that the distribution of a random variable X 
is symmetrical about zero. The problem is to test this hypothesis so that 
the relative emphasis placed on violation of zero median and of symmetry 
can be at least partially controlled. The method developed is especially 
useful for sequential applications but can also be used for nonsequential 
cases. This method consists in constructing a new random variable that 
has the same distribution as X under the null hypothesis but which 
allows violation of population symmetry (for the distribution of X) to 
be considered. The basis for a construction is a division of (0, oo) into 
a finite or denumerably infinite number of specified sets. A "mirror image" 
division of (- oo, 0) is obtained from these sets with their values given 
minus signs. The new variable is obtained by exchanging some of the 
sets having positive values with their "mirror image" sets having negative 
values. That is, let Si+ and Si- be "mirror image" sets; if Si+ is inter-
changed with Si-, a value of X falling in Si+ or Sc is multiplied by -1 
in determining the value of the new variable. The choice of the sets, 
and of those that are exchanged, is to be done so that a specified alternative 
is emphasized. If there is insufficient prior information about the popula-
tion, sampling can be done in two stages, with the first stage used for 
deciding on the sets and the exchanges while the second stage yields the 
test. This two-stage procedure has the desirable feature that the first 
stage has no conditional effects on the significance level of the test for 
the second stage. Given the sets and the exchanges, a sequential binomial 
test can be applied to observations on the new variable. The sign test 
and standard tests for symmetry about zero can be applied for non-
sequential cases. 
2. Introduction and Discussion 
A suitable statistic that is symmetrically distributed about zero under 
the null hypothesis can often be developed for sequential testing situations 
(tests of population symmetry, two-sample and several sample problems, 
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etc.). For example, the difference of two independent univariate observa-
tions is symmetrically distributed about zero when these observations are 
from the same population. Given such a statistic, a common method of 
testing it for symmetry about zero consists in applying a sequential 
binomial test (see, e.g., [1] and [2]) to the signs of the observed values 
of the statistic. Here values of zero are discarded and, under the null 
hypothesis, plus signs and minus signs have the same probability. 
For this application, a sequential binomial test has the disadvantage 
of being insensitive to violations of the symmetry requirement. That is, 
only alternatives that are identified in terms of the median of the distri-
bution of the statistic receive any emphasis. It would seem desirable to 
have sequential test procedures where the relative emphasis placed on 
these two types of violations can be controlled. 
One method of accomplishing this consists in using a sequential binomial 
test but modifying the statistic so that violations of symmetry for the 
original statistic X affect the population median for the modified statistic. 
More specifically, a new statistic is constructed that has the same null 
distribution as X but which allows emphasis to be placed on both types 
of violations (with respect to their occurrence for X). The basis for this 
method is outlined in section 1. Observations (on X) with zero value are 
discarded. Due to the large freedom in the choice of sets, alternatives 
of many types can be emphasized by use of this approach. 
Although especially useful for sequential situations, this method can 
also be applied to nonsequential cases. Then the sign test or any test for 
symmetry about zero could be used. 
Some information about the distribution of X is very valuable in 
selecting and exchanging the sets in such a manner that a specified 
alternative hypothesis is emphasized. Fortunately, for both sequential 
and nonsequential situations, this information can be at least roughly 
obtained on the basis of a first sample that is used exclusively for this 
purpose. That is, this first sample furnishes the basis for selecting and 
exchanging the sets Si+, Si-· Then, using the new statistic constructed 
on the basis of these sets, the test is applied using the values of a second 
sample (usually much larger). Since the null distribution of the new 
statistic is symmetrical about zero for any allowable choice and exchange 
of the sets, the use of the first-stage sample has no conditional effects 
on the significance level of the test based on the second-stage sample. 
For example, consider selecting the sets so as to emphasize skewness 
in a given direction when the distribution of the original statistic is 
believed to be unimodal. First, take a few observations on the original 
statistic and let 0. 75 be an estimate of the 75 percent point of the distri-
bution of this statistic (under the null hypothesis). Then, let S1+= (0, 6.75] 
and S2+= (6.75 , =). The new statistic is constructed by exchanging S1+ 
and S1-. If the distribution of the original statistic is skewed to the right, 
the population median for the new statistic should exceed zero. 
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The method presented is applicable to situations much more general 
than that where the observations are sample values on a single statistic. 
Subject only to being symmetrically distributed about zero under the 
null hypothesis, a different statistic could be used for each sequential step. 
Moreover, the available data could change from step to step. However, 
the selection of suitable sets (which could change with each sequential 
step) becomes difficult for these more general situations. 
The remaining section contains the justification for the method. That 
is, proof is given for the assertion that, under the null hypothesis, the 
new statistic has the same distribution as the original statistic. 
3. Derivations 
Let I be the set of values for i such that St+ is not exchanged with 
St- while I' is the set where this interchange is made. Also, for any real x, 
let 
The new statistic is denoted by Y and the original statistic is X. The 
problem is to show that P(Y .;;;x) = P(X .;;;x) when X is symmetrically 
distributed about zero and only nonzero values occur for X and Y (zero 
values are discarded). 
By the method of constructing Y from X, 
P(Y < x) = ~ P[Y E St+(x)] + ~ P(Y E St+(x)] 
iEI iEI' 
= ~ P[X ESt+(x)] + ~ P[ -X ESt+(x)] 
iEI iEl' 
= P(X.;;;x) 
for all x, since P(Y=0)=P(X=0)=0 and 
P[ -X ESt+(x)] = P[X ESt-(x)] = P[X ESt+(x)], 
due to the symmetrical distribution of X about zero. 
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